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ABSTRACT
Failure risk reprioritization and improvement
strategy selection are two inseparable parts in FMEA
methodology. Nevertheless, the previous studies on the
new research opportunities provide very scanty
discussions on the latter part. This paper presents an
initial survey to classify literature related to
improvement strategy selection methodology in FMEA.
Systematic literature review using various reference
databases is undertaken. Driven by new paradigms and
recent trends on managing business operation, many
studies have been dedicated to advance improvement
strategy selection based on FMEA. The result of our
survey, however, indicated that all those previous
endeavours do not seem to be sufficient. Based on some
observable gaps from the previous references, new
research roadmaps in selecting improvement efforts are
presented.
Keywords: FMEA, RPN, Corrective Action, SWOT, Supply Chain

1.

INTRODUCTION

Under higher customers’ requirement for improving
design/manufacturing and service quality delivery,
improving methodology for risk-based improvement strategy
selection is important for sustaining business operation. In
industrial practice, FMEA is used as means for appraising
the risk due to occurrence of critical failures. Introduced in
1950s, it is an engineering tool aimed to identify potential
and or actual failure modes in a system, process, or product;
to rank the criticality of the failures by their risk priority; and
finally to find improvement method to avoid re-occurrence
of the failure mode in future. In estimating the risk due to a
failure mode, an index called the RPN (Risk Priority
Number) is used, which is obtained by multiplying the
ratings of detect ability (D), occurrence (O), and severity (S)
of the failure mode. In conventional FMEA based on MILSTD 1629A, attention to rectify quality problems is ranked
by the score of corresponding RPN. Implementing corrective
action will yield into quality improvement ratio as a result of
reduction on the ratings of RPN components. The work
products of relevant activities will be archived for
organizational learning.
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Although using the RPN as basis to rank attention to
curb the root cause of business problems is beneficial for
practical purposes, perhaps due to its simplicity; in our
opinion, it possesses some limitations such as:
 The use of the RPN as multiplication of O, S, and D
ratings is unable to consider that the possibility of
loss due to failure occurrence may escalate over time
started from the detection time of the occurrence of
failure cause. In other words, it is ignoring time
dimension in quantifying priority of corrective action.
 Conventional FMEA which uses the RPN as basis to
rank an improvement effort of business operation is
overlooking the possibility of influence by the
business system’s environment on the improvement
effort itself. Following Wielle et al. (2011), recently,
it is important to develop quality management tools
which consider the impact of uncertainty of business
environments.
 According to Yuniarto’s study (2009), FMEA is not
tailored as problem-structuring method. This feature
will possibly imply that rectification of business
problem by FMEA analysis is heavily based on
subjectivity and experience of FMEA team(s),
varying among different industrial applications.
 As briefly described by Shawney et al. (2011) and
Liu et al. (2013), endeavours to improve capability of
FMEA, having been practiced for decades, are still
focused on improving risk quantification methods by
counting the RPNs. As Seyehosseini and Hatefi
(2009) have well noticed, failure risk quantification
and improvement strategy selection are equally
important in risk management discipline. But this
reality is almost overlooked by previous FMEA
studies.
Motivated by the strategic role of FMEA as a tool for
continual improvement in various business management
systems such as ISO 9000, QS 9000 and ISO 31000, and
limitations on using RPN as the only basis to rank competing
improvement efforts, this study is intended to undertake
initial survey to the status of improvement strategy selection
methods in FMEA. It also aims to develop a classification
model of the literatures as basis to determine new research
opportunities.
The structure of this paper is presented as follows: in
section 2, research methodology used in the study is briefly
described. A classification chart and table representing
findings from our survey is presented. Section 3 relates to
the analysis developed from our literature’s classification
scheme as basis to determine research gaps. Elaborations on
new research roadmaps and conclusions from our study are
presented in sections 4 and 5.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
2.1

Methodology
Literature

for

Obtaining

Relevant

Regarding possibility that FMEA-based improvement
strategy selection literatures are spread in many forms of
references, systematic initial survey is undertaken. Following

Ngai et al. (2009), among other types of literature, the
periodical is chosen since it is perceived as the source of the
most up to date knowledge elaborating on very specific
issue. The literature databases such as Emerald, Springer,
Ebscohost, Hindawi, Sage, Ingenta, ScienceDirect,
IEEExplore, and directory of open access journal (DOAJ)
are used. The time span of initial survey is ranging from
2000 to 2013. Literature written in non-English language is
skipped. The key words used in the literature search are
“FMEA”, and “FMECA”. The FMEA aspect that we intend
to investigate is on improvement strategy selection issue
only. The other FMEA scopes such as FMEA automation,
modification of FMEA algorithm, appraisal on the
magnitude of risk of failure, and enhancement to model
cause and effect analysis in FMEA method are excluded in
this study.

2.2

Methodology for Classifying References

The relevant literatures which fit with our goal are then
classified into various groups as depicted in figure 1. The
classification scheme is based on three aspects: i) base
attributes as improvement strategy selection criteria,
covering economic measure (cost, profit, loss, failure rate
occurrence, and scrap reduction),risk measure with major
focus on RPN including failure occurrence reduction ratio
and other attributes using advanced mathematical tools such
as AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process), ANP (Analytical
Network Process), Integer Programming (IP),ii) application
context covering companywide and supply chain, and iii)
industrial’s application area covering manufacturing and
service industries. In order to understand the current status of
improvement strategy selection based on FMEA, it is
important to map relevant literatures to give pictorial view
on what studies already exist and what is needed to cope
with trend of business situation. Besides, it will be easier to
identify the research discrepancies related to selected topics
in this study. Realizing that strategy selection model in
FMEA has many aspects, we limit our proposal to extend
risk-based improvement selection model into 5 aspects only
as depicted in figure 1.

3. SOME OBSERVABLE GAPS AND
THE RATIONALES FOR
EXTENDING IMPROVEMENT
STRATEGY SELECTION
MODELS
Referring to our preliminary survey on classification
criteria, the RPN and the economic metrics (money, time and
quality specifications) are the two most commonly used
attributes in selecting improvement strategy. See Tables 1
and 2 for relevant works referenced. However, some studies
have been devoted to improve limitation on using RPN only
as improvement selection basis. For instance, in attempt to
deal with multiple goals, the utilization of AHP and Goal
Programming is presented by Bertolini and Bevilacqua
(2006). ANP is used by Zammori and Gabbrielli (2011) in
dealing with interrelationship among corrective actions.
Some other works can also be found in Tables 1 and 2.
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Reference database
Key words usage:
FMEA, FMECA
Classification of FMEA-based improvement
strategy selection references

Application Context

Base Attribute

Industrial’s Application Area

Observable Gaps and New
Opportunity Roadmaps







Inclusion of risk, robustness, time and sustainability aspects in
improvement strategy selection.
Improvement strategy selection in supply chain context
Integration with other tools/methodologies.
Strategy selection in service industry.
Improvement strategy selection in specific operations.

Figure 1. The classification framework of FMEA-based Improvement strategy references

Table 1. Works for FMEA-based corrective action selection in product design and manufacturing industries

Improvement
Selection Criteria

Economic

RPN

Other Attributes

Application Context
Supply chain

Pujawan and Geraldin (2009)

Sinha et al. (2004)
Teng et al. (2006)

Companywide
Karupusamy et al. (2006)
Carmignani (2009)
Childs (2009)
Hekmapatnah et al.(2009)
Niuet al.(2009)
Bluvband et al. (2003)
Yadav et al.(2003)
Arvanitoyannis and Varzakas (2009)
Buksa et al. (2010)
Yeh et al. (2011)
Choi and Choi (2012)
Ozilgen (2012)
Vinodh and Santosh (2012)
Mariajayaprakash and Senthilvelan (2013)
Bevilacqua and Braglia (2000)
Bertolini and Bevilacqua (2006)
Chen (2009)
Zammori and Gabrielli (2012)
Sachdeva et al.(2009)
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Table 2. Works for FMEA-based corrective action selection in service industries

Improvement
Selection criteria

Application Context
Supply chain

Companywide

Economic

Seyedhosseini and Hatefi (2009)
Seyedhosseini et al. (2009)

RPN

Kumar (2010)
Kumar et al. (2009)

Shahin (2004)
Chuang (2007)
Santos and Cabral (2008)
Van Leuven et al. (2009)
Bas (2011)
Inue and Yamada (2011)
Murphy et al. (2011)
Nassimbeni et al. (2012)
Barends et al. (2012)
Cicek and Celik (2013)

Other Attributes

Astuti et al. (2013)

As to application context, some studies have widened
utilization of FMEA in supply chain. For example, Astuti et
al. (2013) used advanced mathematical tools such as
Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) and Fuzzy Logic in
agricultural supply chain’s context. Our observation
indicated that, although the studies on improvement strategy
selection in FMEA are also utilized empirically within
supply chain context, most efforts are dedicated to profit
oriented supply chain’s operations. Only the work of Kumar
(2010) is dealing within nonprofit oriented context
(humanitarian supply chain).We also observed that
determination of the corrective action ranking methodology
is still based on internal company’s failure occurrence.
Impact of the business environments as complimentary
factor seems to be overlooked in appraising improvement
efforts by previous literature.
Previous improvement strategy selection models
applied in service industries are seemed to ignore many
special characteristics of service in business operation. As
stated by Sampson (2002) and Hashim (1984), when a
service system is considered for study, its properties such as
bi-directionality, simultaneity and interrelationship with its
environment should be taken into account. In addition, to our
knowledge, the basis to select improvement strategy is still
based on the perspective that the occurrence of faulty service
is due to service provider’s fault. The possibility that service
consumers do disservice to service providers in the form of
jay customer(s) is overlooked in previous models. Our
survey also revealed that most of the risk issues resolved by
previous studies are concerned with technical and
economical risks. The emerging issues such as social risk
due to impact of enterprises’ operation on society in global
business operation and obsolescence risk are not covered by
previous studies. We also indicated that most enhancement
endeavors are dedicated to rectifying failures in the first
phase of business process lifecycle. The possibility on the
occurrences of defectiveness in second and sub-sequent of

Davidson and Labib (1998)

business operations are overlooked in previous models. In
addition, our study also indicated that previous endeavors to
rectify business problems are still ignoring on their
applications in creative industries such as advertising,
broadcasting and film industry. At last, consideration of the
risk of business transformation as a result of implementing
improvement initiatives seems to be neglected by previous
strategy selection references.
The above observable gaps and numerous trends on
current business operations demand further researches to
make up insufficient studies; on service sectors considering
the growing contribution to global economy (Zaman and
Anjalin, 2011), on developing quality tools for non-profit
operations (Johnston, 2005), on dealing with escalation of
global disastrous events and emerging issue of sustainability
(Beamon, 2008), on the risk of business transformation (Su
et al., 2010), on the changing business paradigm to supply
chain oriented operation (Williams et al., 2006), on impact
of business environment’s uncertainty in enhancing quality
tools and methodology (Wielle et al., 2011), and on
predictions of the future reliability and quality management
studies (Zio, 2009, Evans, 2013).
Realizing that the topic on improvement strategy
selection is having wide research scopes, we only limit our
proposals on five issues as depicted in figure 1. Those issues
are: inclusion of additional attributes such as sustainability,
robustness and risk; application of strategy selection within
supply chain context; integration of other tools such as
SWOT analysis, Theory of Constraints (ToC), and TRIZ
Method; selecting improvement strategy in service
industries; application of strategy selection for non-profit
environments such as in humanitarian services and specific
operations in mass customization and lean environments.
Elaborations on the above issues will be briefly described in
section 4.
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4. IMPROVEMENT STRATEGY
SELECTION MODELS IN FMEANEW RESEARCH ROADMAPS
4.1

Inclusion of additional attributes in FMEA
based Corrective Action Selection models

Inclusion of Risk and Robustness
The economic measure is a very useful criterion in
proposing corrective action selection in FMEA for reflecting
business goals in making profit. An exemplary cost-benefit
criterion in appraising improvement initiative can be seen as
in Carmignani (2009).Nevertheless, since the outcome of
corrective actions and the resources to be spent are still
unknown until implementation as Groso et al. (2012) pointed
out, the risk factor as manifestation of uncertainty on the
outcome of corrective action implementation can’t be
neglected. Consideration of risk factor with attitude of
decision makers in selecting competing corrective actions in
FMEA is still unresolved issue for future study. In addition,
above mentioned FMEA-based improvement strategy
selection models seem to overlook the hindrance variables
(noises) which may derail company in reaping its goals by
selected corrective actions. Inclusion of robustness in
appraising competing improvement efforts based on FMEA
study is also still missing in literature.
Inclusion of Flexibility, Time, and Sustainability
Dimensions
Referring to our initial survey, the Iron Triangle aspect
(cost, time, and quality specification) is frequently used as
bases to appraise competing corrective actions. Nowadays,
as companies are also competing in time and demanding
flexibility in applying improvement strategy, inclusion of
time based competition and flexibility in implementing
corrective actions is important but seems to be overlooked
by previous studies. Furthermore, as Thawesaengskulthai
(2010) noticed, how to consider corrective action’s relevancy
measure is important along with financial and technical
efficiency but still missing in literature. As Bonn and Fisher
(2011) corroborate importance of sustainability issue in
strategy development due to depletion of natural resources,
sustainability oriented improvement is becoming potential
improvement issues. Determination and incorporation of
sustainability measure and its appropriate model in riskbased improvement effort are still missing and demanding
deeper investigations.

4.2

Improvement Strategy Selection in Supply
Chain (SCM) Context.

Improving methodology to respond the occurrence of
supply chain risk incidents is an emerging research area that
attracts attention to both academicians and practitioners
(Sodhi et al., 2012). Within supply chain context, FMEA has
been applied and reported by literatures, such as in Sinha et
al.(2004), Teng et al.(2006), Pujawan and Geraldin (2009),
Kumar et al.(2009), Kumar (2010), and Astuti et al.(2013).
In addition, many studies have also reported on the issue of
quantifying and mitigating risks in supply chain context. For
example, in attempt to quantify supply chain risk variables,
Buscher and Wells (2010) presented a model to quantify lead
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time deviation. Pujawan and Geraldin (2009) modified
Quality Function Deployment and FMEA to mitigate SC risk
and select improvement effort. Singhal et al.(2011),
emphasized on the role of coordination mechanism and
decision making issues in mitigating the risk in SCM. We
have several other studies in SCM context such as utilizing
decision support tools such as ANP/ AHP (Vanany et al.,
2009), developing mitigation strategy to reduce the adverse
impact due to the risk of information flow (Tang and Musa,
2011), investigating supply chain risk mitigation in real
industrial practices (Collichia and Strozzi, 2012),
investigation on the link between risk mitigation strategy and
risk behavior of decision makers (Ghadge et al.,2012),
establishment of model to utilize the concept of human
immunity against adverse effect from its environment by
Srinivasan (2010). But they are not still reaching its maturity
stage and demanding more attentions.
As companies are collaborating with others, when non
conformities are occurred, contribution of business
collaborators is inevitably needed for rectification. Under
such situation, the business owner needs to consider
capability of business collaborator to collaboratively rectify
non conformities. Unfortunately, our survey did not find any
studies intended to develop improvement effort selection
model which considers collaborator’s capability, ownership
of responsibility and a metric to measure partners’
responsibility in supply chain context.

4.3

Integration with other tools/Methodology

Integration with SWOT Analysis
In running their operation, companies may receive both
of positive and negative impacts from their business
environments. SWOT analysis can be defined as strategy
selection tool based on scanning of business environmental
situation. By incorporating SWOT analysis, company can
determine appropriate strategy selection based on favorable
and unfavorable of business factors from company’s inner
and outer business environment. In spite of the fact that
many studies have already utilized SWOT analysis in
strategy development; the references are very scanty on
elaborating the inclusion of SWOT Analysis as supporting
tool to incorporate impact of business environments in
appraising risk-based improvement efforts. Using AHP as
means to estimate the weight on impact factor of SWOT
variables and assuming independence among SWOT
variables, Sutrisno and Kwon (2012) presented a model on
integrating SWOT analysis in appraising competing
improvement efforts. Extensions on their study may be
possible by deleting independence of SWOT variables,
delineating numerous amounts of SWOT variables, and
considering time in developing improvement strategy
selection model as suggested by Helms and Nixon (2010).
Integration with Theory of Constraints (TOC)
Upon performing FMEA session, numerous options of
potential corrective actions are possibly existent. Since
company has limited resources in implementing
improvement effort, the importance on using the TOC
(Theory of constraint) in screening competing corrective
action is undeniable. Although references on utilizing TOC
for managing business is abundantly available as elaborated
by Blackstone (2001) and Rahman (2002), their studies are
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silent on showing the existence on utilization of ToC in
screening competing FMEA-based corrective actions’
selection method. Next, regarding possibility that company
constraint are consisting both of financial and non financial
criteria, establishment of financial and non financial–based
TOC as means to select competing improvement efforts are
still absent in reference.
Integration with TRIZ Method
Finding the root cause of service quality problem in a
fast and objective manner is important for improving
business operation. Our survey to previous FMEA studies is
indicating that brainstorming is used most frequently to
identify the root cause and potential solution to curb the root
cause of quality problem. The use of brainstorming,
however, is heavily depending on team subjectivity and
experience of the FMEA’s members. The TRIZ Method may
provide a good option in bridging this discrepancy, there is a
need to improve corrective action selection based on. The
integration of FMEA and TRIZ studied by Hua et al. (2006)
is still limited to their empirical application to non service
oriented application. Endeavor to utilize TRIZ method in
rectifying business problem in service operation is still
missing in references.
Utilization of System Engineering Method
The re-occurrence of faulty operation in some practical
situations can be due to partial approach in viewing problem
occurrence from technical perspective only. The additional
variables such as organizational and social variables may
also contribute to cause of faulty operations. According to
Bea et al.(2009), causal factors that may contribute to faulty
operations are intersection among technical, social,
organizational and physiological variables. And negligence
on above variables may inhibit effective failure alleviation.
In such situation, a holistic and systematic approach to solve
re-occurrence of quality problems shall be accomplished by
viewing quality problem rectification process from system’s
perspective. The utilization of system engineering as basis to
formulate holistic and systematic risk mitigation strategies,
considering the role of all organizational functions of a
company, can prevent the “void” which may trigger the root
cause of the problem re-occurrence. However, our survey
indicated that the existence of such approach for alleviating
quality problems in FMEA literature is vacant.
Establishment of a holistic and systematic approach in
mitigating risk, taking interrelated roles among
organizational units into account within FMEA
methodology, is still unanswered and warrants for deeper
investigations.
Integration of Game Theory
Competition is an inseparable part in company’s
business operation. And regarding this situation,
consideration on competitors’ reaction upon faulty business
assessment using FMEA is important but seems to be
overlooked by previous FMEA investigation. In this regards,
utilization of Game Theory in selecting competing
improvement efforts is still less explored issue in appraising
risk-based competing improvement selection model.

4.4

Improvement Strategy Selection Model in
Service Industries.

Due to the bi-directionality characteristics, the role of
customers as co-producers in rectifying business problems in
service industries cannot be neglected. Extending elaboration
of Hesley and Utley (2011) and Uzkurt (2011), development
of a quantitative and qualitative model for quantifying input
from customers’ participation in rectifying faulty business
operation is also urging further investigations. Besides,
considering that emotional aspect is naturally accompanying
customers’ involvement in improving service operation,
utilization of Kansei Engineering in proposing improvement
strategy is still becoming un-established research area and
warrant for deeper investigation.

4.5

Strategy Selection in Specific Risks /
Environments

Improvement Strategy Selection in
Non-profit
Environment
Driven by growing of disastrous events due to act of God
and human made disasters in terms of their numbers, the
importance in delivering high performance operation in nonprofit operation such as disaster relief is undeniable.
According to Oloruntoba and Gray (2009), the model,
quality expectation and structure of tiers in humanitarian
supply chain operations are different from those in profit
oriented supply chain. While some ideas have presented riskbased strategy selection in profit oriented operation as shown
in table 1, the situation is the opposite in non-profit
operation. Regarding many differences with profit oriented
supply chain operation, many research propositions are
waiting for deeper investigations in non-profit operation
such as determination of appropriate severity scale in RPN
estimation in crisis situation, utilization on non financial
metrics in ranking priority of corrective actions.

Improvement Strategy Selection in Mass Customization
Environment
Brabazon and MacCarthy’s study (2007) noticed that
FMEA as a quality problem assessment tool is mostly used
in rectifying quality problems at functional level.
Consequently, improvement strategy selection produced by
FMEA is possibly applicable at functional level only. Driven
by the emerging business philosophy, implication to enhance
current FMEA-based improvement strategy selection in mass
customization environment is becoming inevitable. In
attempt to produce customized quality problems’ solution,
FMEA team may consult to their customers. Involving
customers in solving quality problems in mass customization
environment can be facilitated by modifying Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) into house of reliability (HoR)
as exemplified by Braglia et al. (2007). Nevertheless,
establishment of a model which integrated QFD and FMEA
in solving quality problems in mass customization
environment is still missing in references.
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Improvement Strategy Selection in Lean Environment
Lean production system is an emerging business
paradigm intended to reduce any waste in serving business to
the customers. In attempt to create and sustain lean system,
reliability of lean system is an important issue to be
considered. Apart from study on framework development of
lean system (Anand and Kodali, 2010) and identification of
problems in lean implementation (Staudacher and
Tantardini, 2012), study relating to applying risk
management tool in lean environment is very few.
Pioneering investigation in accessing reliability of lean
system, Shawney et al. (2010) presented the modification of
FMEA by presenting the RAV (Risk Assessment Value)
model as basis to rank the risk in lean operation system.
However, empirical investigation on the risk appraisal from
transforming business organization into lean environment
and selection of tools to rectify problems from above
transformation are nonexistent in the literature.
Risk Mitigation for Obsolescence Risk
Observing previous risk-based improvement strategy
selection model, most studies seem to be based on the risk
due to faulty in product design and process operation.
Existence of other types of risk due to elapsed system
mission time (the obsolescence risk) is overlooked.
According to Rojo et al. (2010), for some special sectors
such as equipment sales service with very long life cycle
span like in aerospace manufacturing and defense industries,
the risk of obsolescence is inevitable and the practitioners are
taking step to mitigate it in reactive manner. In addition, they
proposed a framework for mitigating obsolescence risk
within 3 main areas; supply chain, design and planning.
Nevertheless, a holistic model to mitigate the risk of
obsolescence by taking into account of the cost of
obsolescence and the role of suppliers in its mitigation is
remained being an open research question.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an initial survey of studies pertaining to
FMEA-based strategy selection methodology is presented. In
spite of the fact that many studies have already presented
various models to improve quality of above issue, due to the
change of business paradigms and the impact of uncertainty
of business situations, improvement of the FMEA-based
strategy selection methodology is still becoming open area
for further investigations. Based on our survey, some new
research roadmaps pertaining reprioritization of FMEAbased improvement strategy selection are proposed. We hope
that this study will narrow down research discrepancies on
risk-based improvement strategy selection in the body of
knowledge and becoming a path to undertake further
empirical studies in rectifying business problems in various
industrial settings.
Since this study is based on limited references,
obviously some important issues are escaped from our
attentions. Therefore, replication of this primitive study is
encouraged with use of other types of literature and
additional reference databases. Realizing that our ideas are
limited by spaces, the discussions on risk-based
improvement strategy selection are extendable to some other
issues such as:
 Development of risk-based improvement selection
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model within virtual environment.
Mitigation strategy dealing with the risk due to the
No Fault Found (NFF) phenomena.
Establishment of model on linking risk-based
improvement strategy selection with business
performance management tool such as Balanced
Scorecard (BSC) and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), and Change Management
model.
Development of strategy improvement model
considering employees’ commitment toward
company’s goal.
Risk mitigation strategy to reduce adverse impact to
social risk by using contemporary method such as
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and strategy
selection in creative industries’ settings.
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